Norway
Respect, Salute and Solidarity From Eelam to Balochistan

The Baloch nation is commemorating their great martyrs who have laid down their
lives for the freedom and sovereignty of their people and their homeland. 13th
November has been chosen by the Baloch people as the ‘Shahmeeren Balochani Roch
“ (Baloch Remembrance Day) to commemorate their liberation fighters who have
fought the British Empire, the Iranian state and the Pakistani state. Despite military
and terrorist efforts by the Pakistani establishment in attempting to prevent and
suppress commemoration, the Baloch are to hold commemorative events in every city
in Balochistan, Karachi and in the Diaspora. We Eelam Tamils extend our deepest
salute the resolute commitment of the Baloch nation to the legacy of their Martyrs and
their Sarmachars.
We the Eelam Tamil nation, who shares with the Baloch nation, a great history of
national resistance to imperialism, colonialism and national oppression, sends our
deepest greetings and solidarity to the Baloch nation on this very day when the great
heroes of the Baloch are commemorated and their legacy continued upon.
Both the Baloch and the Eelam Tamils commemorate their great Martyrs day on
November, and on these very days both our people recommit themselves to the path
walked upon by the martyrs. The struggle of our nations for equality and
independence will continue amidst the obstacles posed by our oppressor states and
their international aides. The spirit of the martyrs represents the uncompromising will,
sacrifice, commitment and courage to attain nothing else but national liberation for
their people in the struggle against the genocidal oppressors.
The Eelam Tamils and Baloch Nations have deep parallels in their liberation struggles
as well as there is a strong collaboration between their respective oppressors, the Sri
Lankan and Pakistani state. The historical linkage which goes back millenniums to the
great ruined cities of the Indus valley civilization also provides us, the Eelam and
Baloch nations an historical basis for comradeship. The Eelam Tamils pay our respect
alongside our Baloch brothers and Sisters to the great Martyrs of the Baloch national
liberation struggle.
In the spirit of both our sacrificed great heroes and in the legacy of their struggle for
national liberation, we Eelam Tamils Support the Baloch national liberation cause.
We will continue the spirit and politics of our struggles until a Free Balochistan and
Eelam is established.
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